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White cod. 33202557
Anthracite cod. 33212558

White cod. 33202565
Anthracite cod. 33212566

The new programmable thermostat with touch screen 
and large display by GecA. can be 
installed on a recessed box with 2 or 3 modules.
Powered by two AAA batteries, 
that guarantee high autonomy, 
the device has a double functioning mode:
the “summer-winter” function allows it to run heating 
systems and cooling systems.

JusT touch the surface of the display to activate the 
backlighting and show the control icons that make it 
possible to set the temperature controls and the 
various other commands that the product provides.
The roMA programmable thermostat has an anti-
freeze program that the user can activate and modify 
to protect pipes from freezing even if the 
device is off.

The new programmable thermostat with touch screen 
and large display by GecA can be programmed and 
managed with a simple free smartphone application.
It can be installed on a recessed box with 2 or 3 
modules. Powered with 230V, it provides constantly 
updated information about the heating or cooling 
system, and allows the user to check its status and 
settings in a simple, intuitive way.

the app, which can be used to manage more than 
one programmable thermostat at the same time from 
the same smartphone, allows the user to turn the 
heating/cooling systems on and off, program their 
weekly functions, switch to manual mode, set the anti-
freeze function and activate, if needed, threshold 
alarms for set temperatures.

Roma Programmable thermostat with touch screen Programmable thermostat Roma Wi-Fi

recessed mounting recessed mounting

touch screen wi-fi

technicAl drAwinG: technicAl drAwinG:

Power Supply 2 AAA batteries

Battery lifespan About 24 months (in stand-by mode)

Dead battery alert Yes, 2 thresholds

Programming Every 30 minutes

Access control Yes (with optional password)

Regulation fields Winter: +5/+30°C Summer: +15/+35°C

Regulation interval Winter: ±0.2°C Summer: ±0.2°C

Tolerance Adjustable from ±0.2 to ±2°C

Contacts capacity 230 VAC – 5A (Resistive load)

Installation In a recessed box with 2 or 3 modules.

Colours White and anthracite

Power Supply 100 - 260Vac

Type of connection Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.11 b/g/n

Temperature threshold alarms Yes, when temperatures are exceeded

Programming Every 30 minutes

Access control Yes (with optional password)

Regulation fields Winter: +5/+30°C Summer: +15/+35°C

Regulation interval Winter: ±0.2°C Summer: ±0.2°C

Tolerance Adjustable from ±0.2 to ±2°C

Contacts capacity 230 VAC – 5A (Resistive load)

Installation In a recessed box with 2 or 3 modules.

Colours White and anthracite
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Geca has developed an application 
for smartphones that can interface  
simply and intuitively with your 
devices. You can check the status and 
settings at any time, and change them 
as you like.

downloAd 
the APP:
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GECA S.r.l. 
Via E. Fermi, 98 | 25064 Gussago (BS) | ITALY 
Tel. +39 030 3730218
Fax +39 030 3730228
E-mail: info@gecasrl.it
www.gecasrl.it

Tecnocontrol S.r.l. 
Via Miglioli, 47 | 20090 Segrate (MI) | ITALY
Tel. +39 02 26922890
Fax +39 02 2133734
E-mail: info@tecnocontrol.it
www.tecnocontrol.it

CPF Industriale S.r.l. 
Via E. Fermi, 98 | 25064 Gussago (BS) | ITALY
Tel. +39 030 310461
Fax +39 030 310465
E-mail: info@cpfindustriale.it
www.cpfindustriale.it

FAG 
Via E. Fermi, 98 | 25064 Gussago (BS) | ITALY 
Tel. +39 030 3730218
Fax +39 030 3730228
E-mail: info@fagonline.com
www.fagonline.com

smartphone application


